Profi-Class
trailed sprayer
Working widths:
24 - 42 m
Tank capacity: 5.000 to 14.000 l

Trailed sprayer Profi-Class
The Profi-Class range offers the highest quality crop sprayers available. The technical details show the
uniqueness of the Profi-Class trailed sprayer.
Standard equipment:

®

Tank capacity:

5000, 6000 or 7000 l

Boom widths:

24 m to 39 m

Pump performance:

320 or 500 l/min

Sections:

Up to 12 sections

Fresh water tank:

500 l integrated

Nozzle switching:

Electropneumatic Tandem nozzle carrier

Hand wash container:

15 l

Control:

ISOBUS job computer, ISOBUS-Terminal Basic and joystick

The Profi-Class is mounted on a stable base frame all electrics and controls are completely enclosed..
Following elements are included in the standard equipment: mudguards, pneumatic pressure line draining,
pressure circulation rinsing, 60l induction centre, slope compensation via double cylinder, digital fill level
indicator TankControl, hydraulic control block switched via terminal, remote-controlled, pressure filter rinsing.
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Quattro nozzle carrier (option)
With the Quattro nozzle carrier you can control
every nozzle via the terminal. The application VarioSelect ensures an automatic switching of the nozzles
depending on the speed.

®

Trailed sprayer Profi-Class Tandem
The Profi-Class range offers the highest quality crop sprayers available. The technical details show the
uniqueness of the Profi-Class trailed sprayer. The twin axles give the most stable spraying platform whilst
minimising soil substructure damage.
Standard equipment:
Tank capacity:

8.000, 10.000, 12.000 and 14.000 l

Boom widths:

24 m to 42 m

Pump performance:

500 l/min

Sections:

Up to 12 sections

Fresh water tank:

500 l integrated

Nozzle switching:

Electropneumatic Tandem nozzle carrier

Hand wash container:

15 l

Control:

ISOBUS job computer, ISOBUS-Terminal Basic and joystick
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Now with 60 km / h
The Profi-Class Tandem is now also available with
60 km / h, depending on the tires.
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The Profi-Class is mounted on a stable base frame all electrics and controls are completely enclosed..
Following elements are included in the standard equipment: mudguards, pneumatic pressure line draining,
pressure circulation rinsing, 60l induction centre, slope compensation via double cylinder, digital fill level
indicator TankControl, hydraulic control block switched via terminal, remote-controlled, pressure filter rinsing.

Standard equipment at the highest level
ISOBUS-Terminal
As a standard, the trailed sprayer Profi-Class
is equipped with an ISOBUS job computer. The
operation via a Universal ISOBUS Terminal and the
joystick is clear and easy.
The system can be upgraded with further apps, such
as SECTION-Control, VARIO-Select ….

®

The interaction of pump, injector
and induction centre
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The robust self-priming piston diaphragm pump with
the help of the injector creates a suction capacity
of up to 1000 l / min. This allows filling in less than
6 minutes with a tank of 5000 liters. Thanks to its
vacuum suction principle, the injector allows solids
to be sucked in from the induction center into the
tank; it draws in at 310 l/min from the rinsing center.
The induction center holds 60 liters and is supplied
with fresh water during filling. For rinsing and diluting
a ring rinse is present, which generates a rotating
liquid flow for lump-free flushing of pesticides.
Through the complete flushing of the inner wall to
below the edge with round flushing nozzles. Clumping
with solids can be easily solved with the shock nozzle.
To clean the containers, a powerful canister cleaning
nozzle is integrated into the induction center.
All valves are located centrally on the induction
centre and ensure an easy operation of the ProfiClass trailed sprayer.

Nocton
The special DAMMANN Nocton ensures consistent
injection pressure. The Nocton ensures by pneumatic
back pressure that in the lines the same pressure
is always available, regardless of whether one or all
nozzles are open.

Nozzle carrier and nozzle pipe

The DAMMANN tank is easily cleanable with the
installed cleaning nozzles due to its special gelcoated surface and the established rectangular form
with a deep outlet and 10 % safety reserve. The
well-placed baffles ensure additional security when
braking and avoid accidental weight shifting of the
content. The fresh water tank integrated in the tank
has a capacity that is enough for the cleaning of the
whole device and is installed centrally.

The Profi-Class trailed sprayer is equipped with an
electropneumatic tandem nozzle carrier and a 1/2“
VA nozzle line.

®

Gel-Coated GRP tank

The trailed sprayer is equipped with a pressure pipe
cleaning system. The spray liquid can be sprayed
from every nozzle at the same time without delays.
The division of the sections is customized to the
customer’s needs. 5 to 14 sections are available and
are included in the basic price, depending on the
boom width.

G boom

Lift mast
The stable lift mast ensures a continuous adjustment
of the height without weight transfer due to its
mounting behind the tank and the axle. All lines and
hoses are mounted in a link chain routing in the lift
mast.
The stable pendulum suspension ensures safe
boom guidance in uneven terrain. It damps vertical
and horizontal impacts and ensures an optimum
control of the boom.
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The specially formed G boom has been developed
to protect the nozzles with its special shape. You
can work in hilly terrain without problems due to the
standard equipped slope control. The outer boom is
of aluminium to reduce the weight and is equipped
with a double collision safety device.

®

DCD Distance Control Dammann
The new fully automatic boom control from Dammann.

®

DCD is the first boom control that unifies two control elements into one to benefit from the advantages of both
elements. DCD uses the hydraulics and pneumatics to control the boom. The hydraulics sets the boom into
the desired position and the pneumatics is used for the repositioning of the boom into the right position. The
boom position is controlled by four ultrasound sensors and an angle potentiometer. An additional gyroscope
records the gravitational forces that occur when passing curves.
The handling of DCD is simple and quick. The controlling can be selected and adjusted at any time with only
a few buttons. The working and clearance height is adjustable with centimeter precision in the terminal. The
user doesn’t have to adjust the boom manually into the desired position, this is operated by the terminal in the
boom control.
Following controlling elements of the fully automatic boom control are selectable, depending on the equipment
of the machine.

 Lifting / lowering of the boom
 Tilting of the boom
 Angling of the boom
 Lifting / lowering and tilting of the boom
 Lifting / lowering and angling of the boom

Boom up and
down angling
(option)
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The perfect extension
of the boom control.
Especially with hilly fields,
angling the linkage is an
advantage to keep the
distance to the crop the
same.

®

DAMMANN sections - EDS - pro (option)
Nozzle control in the boom with 18 sections
► Switching the sections with 18 section EDS per switching modules via ISOBUS instead of a
valve block.
► Incl. VarioSelect software.
► Incl. C ~ C ~ A® Curve ~ Control ~ Application (Recommended: Quattro Nozzle Carrier).
► Can be used in all ISOBUS-controlled devices from DAMMANN.
Advantages sections-EDS-pro:
 The widths of the 18 sections can be adjusted to meet the individual customers needs. The nozzles can
be changed in each section individually to ensure the correct application rate across the whole boom.
 More precise SECTION-Control ► thus greater savings potential in the crop protection products area.
 Application for maps with different application rates ► Use of Precision Farming.
 Use of sensors Inventory detection technology ► Crop protection products savings.

DAMMANN ISOBUS
The standard trailed sprayer Profi-Class is equipped with an ISOBUS job comupter and the Dammann BASICTerminal. The basic equipment can be upgraded with many optional upgrades, we can only mention a few
examples. Please read the brochure Dammann ISOBUS-System to receive further information.

DAMMANN ISOBUS-Terminals
Besides the Basic-Terminal we can offer further Terminals:
»

DAMMANN MC1-Terminal:
» Large display (10,4“).
» Apps TC-ISOBUS included (Order management).
» Upgradeable with GSM modem and camera connections.
DAMMANN HD 8 pad:
» 8“ touch display with XGA resolution

»

DAMMANN HD 12 pad:
» 12,1“ touch display with XGA resolution
» Apps TC-ISOBUS (order management ) and farmpilot included.
» GSM modem and camera connections included.

Examples for DAMMANN ISOBUS apps
»

TC-ISOBUS (order management) the connection between the farm management software.

»

C ~ C ~ A® (Curves ~ Control ~ Application) the silver awarded app for the control of the spraying
quantity when passing turns.
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»
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Automated and level-controlled continuous internal cleaning CID
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The automated and level controlled continuous internal cleaning CID
from DAMMANN is a unique innovation in the field of crop protection
technology. Internal cleaning is initiated automatically when the
level sensor signals that the tank is empty. Likewise, the internal
cleaning is interrupted if the level in the tank is too high. In addition,
it ensures that there is enough fresh water for a final interior cleaning
for external cleaning. DAMMANN‘s CID shows outstanding cleaning
results, which were certified by the Julius-Kühn-Institut.

or

®

» Simple and thorough cleaning of the crop protection device.
Continuous
» Only if a cleaning can be carried out quickly, easily and
Insidecleaning
efficiently on the field, it is also carried out properly.
DAMMANN
» Time savings.
» Lower fresh water requirement.
» Higher cleaning effect.
» High level of user protection, as the driver starts the cleaning program from the cab and thus no
passing through of treated areas takes place.
» Easy handling prevents point entry of pesticide into surface waters due to improper cleaning
(environmental protection).
» No premature dilution of the spray mixture due to operator error.
» JKI tested.
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The rotating stirring and cleaning system - RRW
The RRW is the intelligent solution that is mounted in the tank. The stirring and cleaning system is mounted
centrally on the lower part of the tank. This shaft is equipped with special nozzles that are used for stirring and
cleaning the tank.
While stirring the shaft is swiveling from the left to the right. The swiveling
height is adjusted to the fill level of the tank, which avoids foam formation.
In the process of cleaning the nozzle rotates 360 degrees and cleans the
whole tank, as tests of the JKI have proven.

®

2 tank system
The gel-coated GRP tank can be divided into several
compartments. That makes it possible to install
several spraying systems in one machine. This
way it is possible to spray several applications and
protect the tramline and the crop. Every spraying
system works independently from the others. Several
spraying systems can be controlled via an ISOBUS
terminal due to multifunctional controlling. The
spraying systems are supplied by one fresh water
tank and induction centre. All remaining components
are available in duplicate.

DAMMANN proControl III
The proControl III option is a system
consisting of:
»

Remote control of ISOBUS-Terminals in the
cabin.

»

Remote control of the taps on the machine.

»

Programmable spraying and cleaning system.

»

TANK-Control II.

The option proControl III was developed to easily control recurring workflows. Workflows can be controlled
from the proControl III terminal on the machine as well as terminal in the cabin. The machine operator does
not need to get out of the driver‘s cab to start the individual processes. Important controls on the ISOBUS
terminal can also be switched via the remote control on the machine, such as pump and lighting.

Pneumatically suspended tandem
chassis with traction assistance
(option)
The suspension of the Tandem chassis adapts to the
weight of the Profi-Class Tandem. The front axle is
relieved when carrying an empty tank to ensure a
better traction. This way the trailer is protected and
the handling when carrying an empty tank is made
easier.

Bottom hitching for Profi-Class
and Profi-Class Tandem machines
(option)
The newly constructed drawbar makes the bottom
hitching on all Dammann trailed sprayers possible.
This bottom hitching is constructed to make it
applicable on rigid and steering drawbars (except for
D-A-S). The K-80 coupling can be adjusted to the
tyre equipment of the tractor or the trailer.
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In addition to the workflows such as spraying and filling, various cleaning processes are directly executable. A
unique feature of the DAMMANN proControl III is that it also cleans the rinsing center during the cleaning
process. Thus, the complete interior cleaning of the Profi-Class sprayer can be made out of or from the
driver‘s cab.

270° panoramic view
The new Touch ISOBUS terminals HD12pad and
HD8pad widen your opportunities. You can connect
a camera system with three 180° cameras to the
terminal. The three video signals are cut together into
one signal by a computer so that the driver has the
overview of all sides of the Profi-Class. Persons and
obstacles are displayed on the terminal and blind spots
are minimized

®

New boom variant for quick change of working widths
Variant 1: Two-piece boom with two second boom
parts, here a two-part boom has an additional
second boom at the pivot point. This variation is
available in two boom types, 15/21/30 and 18/24/36
meters working widths, where additional flange
plates or hinged joints can be used for wide working
widths.
Variant 2: Three-piece boom with a 3 m boom
positioned on the end of the second boom. This
variation is available as boom type 15/30/36 meter
working width. The collision protection seated
directly on the third boom.
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External cleaning (option)
Dammann offers three possible options for external
cleaning:
»

Washing brush with hose reel

»

Vario spray pipe with hose reel 15 bar.

»

High pressure cleaner with hydraulically
driven hose reel

HD-NIGHT LUX (option)
LED spraying pattern lighting „HD-Night LUX“ with
obstacle finder.
Every switched on spraying pattern is lighted by an
LED light. This makes it very easy for the driver to
clearly see thefunction of the nozzles. The obstacle
finder lights the obstacles, the remaining field is
lighted slightly. This way the driver has a clear view
of the obstacles and the field is not overexposed.

®

Steering drawbar (option)
The Dammann steering drawbar ensures the Profi-Class trailed
machine follows the exact path of the tractor rear axle.

LED working lights (option)
The machine can be equipped with two or four LED working lights. When
selecting two working lights the lights are mounted on the middle frame.
When selecting four working lights one light is mounted on every second
boom.

Measurements and weights+

Type

Length

Width

Height

Weight

ANP 5024

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 5027

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 5028

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 5030

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5200 kg

ANP 5036

9000 mm

2600 mm

4100 mm

5900 kg

ANP 5036/3

8000 mm

3000 mm

3900 mm

6500 kg

ANP 6024

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 6027

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 6028

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 6030

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5200 kg

ANP 6036

9000 mm

2600 mm

4100 mm

5900 kg

ANP 6036/3

8000 mm

3000 mm

3900 mm

6500 kg

ANP 7024

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 7027

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 7028

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5000 kg

ANP 7030

8000 mm

2600 mm

3900 mm

5200 kg

ANP 7036

9000 mm

2600 mm

4100 mm

5900 kg

ANP 7036/3

8000 mm

3000 mm

3900 mm

6500 kg

Type

Length

Width

Height

Weight

ANTP 8036

9900 mm

2750 mm

4000 mm

8100 kg

ANTP 10036

9900 mm

2750 mm

4000 mm

8500 kg

ANTP 12036

9900 mm

2750 mm

4000 mm

8500 kg

ANTP 14036

10500 mm

2800 mm

4000 mm

8800 kg

Profi-Class Tandem

* Average values. Values may deviate depending on the equipment.
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The Dual-Air-System D-A-S (option)
The intelligent solution for the environmentally conscious economist.
The declared goal of Herbert Dammann GmbH is to support precise, economic and environmentally friendly
plant protection. The 40 years long experience of constructing plant protection machines is visible in the new
Dual-Air-System developed by Herbert Dammann GmbH. It is characterized by the double air routing in front
of the nozzle and at the back of the nozzle which stabilizes the spraying jet. Arguments that speak for the
Dual-Air-System:
»

Low drift when spraying low crops and bare soil

»

Bigger independence of the weather effects – time windows for operations are increased

»

Higher driving speed, which increases the area efficiency

»

Constant agent build-up in the crop

»

Better crop penetration, especially for special plantations, such as vegetables, salad or potatoes

»

The substance is sprayed onto the target surface even in higher crops due to the strong air jet.

»

Better agent build-up decreases the evaporation loss at high temperatures

»

Reduction of agent and water quantities
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